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** original programming: grease: rydell high musical spin-off series; four adventure time series; a gossip girl reboot; college girls, green lantern, circe, the flight attendant, raised by wolves, tokyo vice. upcoming hbo series
the outsider, lovecraft country, the gilded age and game of thrones prequel house of the dragon. gossip girl has it all. the pilot comes complete with a mean girl rivalry (serena vs. blair), the usual mystery (why exactly is
serenas brother in the hospital), the standard party of the year (in this case, the kiss on the lips ball) and whats now become the obligatory josh schwartz trademark party dust up between good guy dan and bad boy chuck.
oh, and did we even mention that veronica mars herself, kristen bell narrates as gossip girl pretty much all thats missing is a welcome to manhattan b*itch! i am a big fan of gossip girl and this is a really good list of places
that are interesting for when you are planning your visit! we used gossip girl alot when we went to high school and have great memories of that time. thanks for the tip. i just got caught up watching gossip girl last night and i
love it! it is such a great show, i've got the whole series now and i'm planning on watching the rest of it, but i can't get enough of the first series! the show really made me want to go to new york, i love the culture and the city
and all the crazy things i could do there! catch up on all the latest gossip right here. get what you're missing from the world of entertainment, celebrity, and pop culture. go behind the scenes of breaking news, and be the
first to be informed about what's happening in the world of gossip girl. all that and more, right here at www.geecity.com.
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gossip girl is a tv series created by cecily von ziegesar, who is also an executive producer with her husband, josh schwartz. the series premiered on october 5, 2007, on the cw. the show centers around the lives of the
characters attending the fictional manhattan private school, the metropolitan school of art and design, including those at the upper east side prep school, the south end, and the secret society, the plastics. the show centers

around upper-class, entitled teens and their social lives, and includes some graphic sex, drug use, and alcohol consumption. we've been waiting for gossip girl, and finally it's here! this is the first time the cast of the show has
been out together since the original show ended in 2007. the stars seem to be having a ball, and seem to be more comfortable with each other than they have been in a long time. the story line is still the same, but there is

definitely some sort of chemistry that is new. i think i'm gonna watch a few more episodes just to see what else is going to happen. after all the brouhaha, the girls are back at the same hotel, meeting up with their friends for
a weekend at the palace. in the meantime, the upper east siders are busy planning their big night out, while chuck and dan are in a fight for the right to be the first one to kiss serena. gossip girl is a little girl in a grownups
world, and it doesn't take long for her to start pulling a few pranks on the upper east side. while everyone is celebrating chuck's big move, serena is having second thoughts about their relationship. her heart is being torn

between chuck and nate, and the only way she will have any peace is if she gets what she wants- a perfect plan that will ensure that nate will not become chuck's father. 5ec8ef588b
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